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Understanding the DOM — Document Object Model John Wiley & Sons
Complete classroom training manual for JavaScript. 283 pages and 128
individual topics. Includes practice exercises and keyboard shortcuts. The
purpose of this course is to educate the student in the basic language skills
necessary to use JavaScript. There are many resources available on the Internet
that allow you to download code and place it into your HTML document or
JavaScript code file. However, it is important to first understand the underlying
language and components of JavaScript to be able to alter the code to work in
your desired application, and easily troubleshoot any errors that may occur.
Whether you are looking to add interactivity to your website, control how a
browser acts or alter your HTML document’s content, it is important to have a
firm grasp of the basics of JavaScript. We begin this course by discussing the
basic components and structure of JavaScript as well as learning the terminology.
Then, we’ll advance through topics to cover some more advanced concepts
and uses for JavaScript. Topics Covered: Getting Acquainted with JavaScript 1.
Introduction to JavaScript 2. JavaScript vs. Java 3. The Tag 4. External JavaScript
5. Uses for JavaScript The Makeup of JavaScript 1. JavaScript Statements 2.
Code and Code Blocks 3. Whitespace 4. Case Sensitivity 5. Breaking Up a Line
of Code JavaScript Comments 1. Single Line Comments 2. Multi-Line
Comments 3. End of Line Comments 4. Using Comments to Stop Execution
JavaScript Variables 1. What are JavaScript Variables? 2. Syntax for Text and
Numerical Values 3. Creating (Declaring) Variables 4. Re-Declaring Variables 5.
Undefined Value 6. Using One Statement for Multiple Variables 7. Local
Variables and Global Variables Exploring JavaScript Data Types 1. Dynamic
Data Types in JavaScript 2. Null 3. Number 4. String 5. Boolean 6. Array 7.
Object JavaScript Objects 1. Creating Objects 2. Accessing Object Properties 3.
Accessing Object Methods JavaScript Functions 1. JavaScript Function
Definition and Syntax 2. Functions with a Return Value 3. Calling a Function
with Arguments 4. Assigning Values to Undeclared Variables JavaScript
Operators 1. Arithmetic Operators 2. Assignment Operators 3. Adding Strings
and Numbers 4. Comparison Operators 5. Logical Operators 6. Conditional
Operators JavaScript Conditions 1. If Statements 2. The Switch Statement
JavaScript Loops 1. The FOR Loop 2. The FOR⋯IN Loop 3. The WHILE
Loop 4. The DO⋯WHILE Loop JavaScript Break and Continue 1. The Break
Statement 2. The Continue Statement 3. JavaScript Labels JavaScript Errors 1.
The Try⋯Catch Statement 2. The Throw Statement JavaScript Form Validation
1. Form Validation 2. E-Mail Validation JavaScript RegExp Object 1. RegExp
Definition and Modifiers 2. RegExp Special Characters 3. RegExp Methods
JavaScript Hoisting 1. Declarations 2. Initializations JavaScript USE STRICT
Directive 1. What is the USE STRICT Directive and Why Use It? 2. What’s
Not Allows in STRICT Mode? JavaScript HTML DOM 1. What is HTML
DOM? 2. HTML DOM Methods and Properties 3. HTML DOM Document 4.
Finding HTML Elements 5. Changing the Output Stream 6. Changing the Value
of an Attribute 7. Changing CSS HTML DOM Events 1. Using Events 2. The
ONCHANGE Event HTML DOM Navigation 1. DOM Nodes 2. Node
Relationships 3. Child Nodes and Values 4. NODE⋯Properties 5. HTML
DOM Nodelist 6. Root Nodes Adding and Removing DOM Nodes 1. Creating
New HTML Elements (Nodes) 2. Removing Existing HTML Elements (Nodes)

3. Replacing HTML Elements (Nodes) JavaScript Browser Object Model (BOM)
1. What is the Browser Object Model (BOM)? 2. The Window Object 3.
Window Size Properties 4. Other Window Methods and Properties Window
Screen Object 1. What does the Window Screen Object Do? 2. Window Screen
Object Properties. Window Location Object 1. What does the Window Location
Object Do? 2. Window Location HREF Property 3. Window Location
PATHNAME Property 4. Window Location ASSIGN() Method Window
History Object 1. What does the Window History Object Do? 2. Window
History Back and Forward Methods Window Navigator Object 1. What does the
Window Navigator Object Do? JavaScript Popup Boxes 1. The Alert Box 2. The
Confirm Box 3. The Prompt Box JavaScript Timing Events 1. What are
JavaScript Timing Events? 2. SETINTERVAL() and CLEARINTERVAL()
Methods 3. SETTIMEOUT() and CLEARTIMEOUT() Methods 4. Creating a
Clock JavaScript Cookies 1. What are Cookies? 2. Working with Cookies The
JavaScript Console Object 1. The Console Object 2. Inline Grouping 3. Timers 4.
String Substitution Advanced JavaScript Objects 1. The Object Literal and the
Keyword New 2. Using an Object Constructor 3. JavaScript Prototype 4.
Mutable Objects and Immutable Primitive Values 5. JavaScript Object Properties
6. Adding New Properties and Deleting Properties Number Object 1. What is a
Number Object? 2. Hexadecimal Numbers 3. NaN – Not a Number 4. Infinity
String Object 1. Using the String Object 2. String Properties and Methods 3.
Special Characters Date Object 1. The Date Object 2. Set and Compare Dates 3.
Convert the Date to a String Array Object 1. Create and Access an Array Object
2. Joining Arrays 3. Working with Arrays Math Object 1. The Math Object and
Mathematical Constants 2. Math Object Methods JavaScript Libraries
(Frameworks) 1. JavaScript Libraries or Frameworks 2. Testing jQuery

Perl, CGI, and JavaScript Complete John Wiley & Sons
A guide for beginners offers an overview of JavaScript basics and
explains how to create Web pages, identify browsers, and integrate
sound, graphics, and animation into Web applications.
A Complete Guide To Internet And Web Programming
IBM Press
Designed to help experienced programmers develop real-
world, job-role-specific skills—this Training Guide focuses
on creating applications with HTML5, JavaScript, and
CSS3. Build hands-on expertise through a series of
lessons, exercises, and suggested practices—and help
maximize your performance on the job. Provides in-depth,
hands-on training you take at your own pace Focuses on
job-role-specific expertise for using HTML5, JavaScript,
and CSS3 to begin building modern web and Windows 8
apps Features pragmatic lessons, exercises, and practices
Creates a foundation of skills which, along with on-the-job
experience, can be measured by Microsoft Certification
exams such as 70-480 Coverage includes: creating
HTML5 documents; implementing styles with CSS3;
JavaScript in depth; using Microsoft developer tools;
AJAX; multimedia support; drawing with Canvas and SVG;
drag and drop functionality; location-aware apps; web
storage; offline apps; writing your first simple Windows 8
apps; and other key topics
JavaScript Step by Step Que Publishing
IBM's Best-Selling Guide to XPages Development–Now
Updated and Expanded for Lotus Notes/Domino 9.0.1
XPages instantly revolutionized Notes/Domino
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application development, and the newest versions
deliver unprecedented performance and flexibility.
Now, the popular insider's guide to XPages
development has been updated and expanded to reflect
all these improvements, through IBM Notes/Domino
9.0.1 and beyond. Three key members of the IBM
XPages team have brought together comprehensive
knowledge for delivering outstanding solutions. They
have added several hundred pages of new content,
including four new chapters. Drawing on their
unsurpassed experience, they present new tips,
samples, and best practices reflecting the
platform's growing maturity. Writing for both XPages
newcomers and experts, they cover the entire project
lifecycle, including problem debugging, performance
optimization, and application scalability. This
second edition of Mastering XPages fully addresses
enhancements to the XPages data sources for Domino
views and documents; the latest XPages mobile
library; the new Domino Designer Server-Side
JavaScript debugger; and improvements to integrated
technologies such as Dojo and CKEditor. Nearly every
chapter contains at least one downloadable sample
application, offering extensive hands-on practice.
This guide concludes with complete references to XSP
tags, relevant Java/JavaScript classes, and XSP
style classes. Coverage includes * Understanding
XPages' development paradigm, tooling, runtime
framework, and application architecture *
Configuring Domino Designer and integrating XPages
Extension Library * Constructing application logic
and using data binding controls * Reading/writing
Notes documents: from use cases to design properties
* Using Views, including examples of accessing
calendars via REST * Making the most of Notes/Domino
9.0's new DataView control * Coding: from the basics
to fully customized behavior * Advanced scripting:
AJAX, Dojo, @Functions, managed beans, and more *
Extending the Rich Text Editor's functionality *
Building and consuming new controls with
Extensibility APIs * Taking web applications offline
in the Notes client * Building mobile apps:
controls, design patterns, and best practices *
Debugging Server-Side JavaScript with Domino
Designer 9.0 * Creating apps that look and work
great–for local and global audiences *
Systematically optimizing performance and
scalability * Protecting data and users: leveraging
Domino and Notes security models

Learning JavaScript - A Comprehensive Guide from Beginner to
Intermediate McGraw Hill Professional
This task-based, visual reference guide has been fully revised. It uses step-by-
step instructions and plenty of screenshots to give beginning and intermediate
Web designers what they need to know to learn JavaScript. Readers can start
from the beginning to get a tour of the programming language, or look up
specific tasks to learn just what they need to know. In this updated seventh
edition, readers will find new information on Ajax design and modern coding
techniques.
JavaScript Bible McGraw-Hill Companies
JavaScript Absolute Beginner's Guide No experience necessary! Make
the most of JavaScript -- even if you've never programmed anything
before. This book is the fastest way to learn JavaScript and use it
together with CSS3 and HTML5 to create powerful web and mobile
experiences. Learn how to do what you want, the way you want, one
incredibly easy step at a time. JavaScript has never been this simple!
This is the easiest, most practical beginner’s guide to programming
JavaScript with simple, reliable instructions for doing everything you
really want to do! Here’s a small sample of what you’ll learn: Learn
why JavaScript is awesome Organize your code with variables
Understand how functions make your code reusable Use the popular
if/else statement to help make a decision in code Learn about switch

statements and when to use them Work with for, while, and do...while
loops Learn how to use global and local scope Understand what
closures are Learn about the various places your code can live
Understand how to write comments and good commenting practices
Learn about the basic types of objects you'll run into in JavaScript Find
out that pizza has an educational value beyond just being deliciously
awesome Understand how text is treated in JavaScript Learn how to
perform common string operations Use arrays to handle lists of data
Learn to create custom objects Purchase of JavaScript Absolute
Beginner's Guide in any format includes free access to the online Web
Edition, which provides several special features to help you learn: The
complete text of the book online Short videos by the author introducing
each chapter Interactive quizzes to test your understanding of the
material Updates and corrections as they become available This Web
Edition can be viewed on all types of computers and mobile devices
with any modern web browser that supports HTML5. Contents at a
Glance 1 Hello, World! Part I: The Basic Stuff 2 Values and Variables
3 Functions 4 Conditional Statements: If, Else, and Switch 5 Meet the
Loops: For, While, and Do...While! 6 Timers 7 Variable Scope 8
Closures 9 Where Should Your Code Live? 10 Commenting Your
Code Part II: It’s an Object-Oriented World 11 Of Pizza, Types,
Primitives, and Objects 12 Strings 13 When Primitives Behave Like
Objects 14 Arrays 15 Numbers 16 A Deeper Look at Objects 17
Extending Built-in Objects 18 Booleans and the Stricter === and !==
Operators 19 Null and Undefined 20 Immediately Invoked Function
Expressions Part III: Working with the DOM 21 JS, The Browser, and
The DOM 22 Finding Elements in the DOM 23 Modifying DOM
Elements 24 Styling Your Content 25 Traversing the DOM 26
Creating a
JavaScript Primer Plus Peachpit Press
JavaScript is a scripting language that allows Webmasters and developers to
add animation, 3D graphics, HTML forms, and other sophisticated features
to Web sites without previous programming experience. This book focuses on
JavaScript's capabilities for employing intelligent techniques on a Website,
such as providing interactive communication, decision-making skills, and
drawing conclusions from evidence.
JavaScript Wiley
JavaScript is an essential language for creating modern,
interactive websites, but its complex rules challenge even the most
experienced web designers. With JavaScript: The Missing
Manual, you'll quickly learn how to use JavaScript in
sophisticated ways -- without pain or frustration -- even if you
have little or no programming experience. JavaScript expert
David McFarland first teaches you the basics by having you build
a simple program. Then you'll learn how to work with jQuery, a
popular library of pre-built JavaScript components that's free and
easy to use. With jQuery, you can quickly build modern,
interactive web pages -- without having to script everything from
scratch! Learn how to add scripts to a web page, store and
manipulate information, communicate with the browser window,
respond to events like mouse clicks and form submissions, and
identify and modify HTML Get real-world examples of
JavaScript in action Learn to build pop-up navigation bars,
enhance HTML tables, create an interactive photo gallery, and
make web forms more usable Create interesting user interfaces
with tabbed panels, accordion panels, and pop-up dialog boxes
Learn to avoid the ten most common errors new programmers
make, and how to find and fix bugs Use JavaScript with Ajax to
communicate with a server so that your web pages can receive
information without having to reload
The Modern JavaScript Basics Tutorial Wrox
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not
guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any
online entitlements included with the product. Get up and running on
the latest JavaScript standard using this fully updated beginner’s
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guide This hands-on, fast-paced guide shows, from start to finish, how to
create dynamic Web pages complete with special effects using
JavaScript. This edition contains updates for all major new features and
the latest Web development techniques and practices. You will discover
how to extend JavaScript’s capabilities to the server side using
Node.js. JavaScript: A Beginner's Guide, Fifth Edition begins by clearly
explaining the fundamentals, including variables, functions, operators,
event handlers, objects, arrays, strings, and forms. From there, the book
moves on to more advanced techniques, such as debugging,
accessibility, and security. Throughout, “Ask the Expert,” “Try
This,” notes, tips, and self tests highlight salient points and aid in
learning. ‧Teaches, step by step, how to get started developing Web
applications‧Features detailed examples and downloadable project
files‧Written by an experienced Web developer and JavaScript expert
JavaScript: The Missing Manual Career Kick Start Books, LLC
Who knew how simple using JavaScript could be? Make the most
of JavaScript—even if you've never programmed anything before.
JavaScript Absolute Beginner's Guide is the fastest way to learn
JavaScript and use it together with CSS3 and HTML5 to create
powerful web and mobile experiences. Learn how to do what you
want, the way you want, one incredibly easy step at a time.
JavaScript has never been this simple! Here's a small sample of
what you'll learn: ‧ Organize your code with variables ‧
Understand how functions make your code reusable ‧ Use the
popular if/else statement to help make a decision in code ‧
Learn about switch statements and when to use them ‧ Work
with for, while, and do...while loops ‧ Learn how to use global
and local scope ‧ Understand what closures are ‧ Learn about
the various places your code can live ‧ Understand how to write
comments and use good commenting practices ‧ Learn about
the basic types of objects you'll run into in JavaScript ‧ Find out
that pizza has an educational value beyond just being deliciously
awesome ‧ Learn how to perform common string operations ‧
Use arrays to handle lists of data ‧ Learn to create custom
objects ‧ Get up to speed on some of the big ES6 changes
Pure JavaScript John Wiley & Sons
JavaScript Made Easy is written by Dr. Liew, the webmaster of
the popular online Visual Basic Tutorial, http://javascript-
tutor.net. This book is a complete guide to mastering JavaScript,
from beginner to intermediate programmers. This book has been
written to complement our free online JavaScript tutorial with
much more content. It is also an excellent reference text for high
school or college-level computer science courses. Reading this
book will allow you to: 1. Understand the basic concepts of
JavaScript programming2. Create your own JavaScript from
scratch3. Get inspiration from a variety of interesting sample
programs4. Modify the code samples easily to suit your needs5.
Design interactive and gorgeous websites using JavsScript
JavaScript for the World Wide Web IBM Redbooks
JavaScript is the world's most popular programming language.
JavaScript is the programming language of the Web. JavaScript is easy
to learn. Here we learn JavaScript, starting from scratch and go on to
advanced concepts like OOP. You will learn by examples In this book,
learning speed is your choice. Everything is up to you. If you are
struggling, take a break, or re-read the material. JavaScript is already
running in your browser on your computer, on your tablet, and on
your smart-phone. JavaScript is free to use for everyone. Start your
coding today!
Coding with JavaScript For Dummies Pearson Education
The author gives a quick but useful introduction to JavaScript
programming without burdening the reader with extraneous
details. Over 150 JavaScript programs and samples are contained
on the CD, which users can cut and paste into their Web pages.
AIR for Javascript Developers Pocket Guide John Wiley & Sons

Master the Core of All Web Development—And Prepare for the Future
Mastering HTML and XHTML is the most complete, up-to-date book on
the core language of the Web. You'll learn everything you need to know
about coding web pages in both HTML and XHTML, the latest, more
powerful version of HTML. But it doesn't stop there. You also get practical
instruction in complementary web technologies such as JavaScript, CSS, and
Dynamic HTML, along with a Masters Reference that makes it easy to find
the information you need. Tying it all together is the authors' expert guidance
on planning, developing, and maintaining effective, accessible websites.
Coverage includes: Choosing between HTML and XHTML Creating web
pages Planning and developing public, personal, and intranet sites Including
images in web pages Using HTML/XHTML frames effectively Converting
HTML to XHTML Creating CSS style sheets Using JavaScript Including
multimedia Creating Dynamic HTML or Dynamic XHTML documents
Validating XHTML or HTML documents Creating coherent, easily
maintainable websites Making your website searchable Accommodating users
with disabilities Creating an XML DTD Extending XHTML with
Namespaces
Coding: Parent and Teacher Guide Pearson Education
A guide to JavaScript covers such topics as working with images,
form handling, Regular Expressions, DOM, Ajax, jQuery, and
bookmarklets.
JavaScript Complete Pearson Education
JavaScript is an object-oriented scripting language that enables
you to modify a document's structure, styling, and content in
response to user actions. This handy pocket serves as both a quick
introduction to the language and acts a valuable reference. It's
packed with tips as well as JavaScript syntax, methods, and
properties. Concise and inexpensive, it's exactly the guide many
web designers and developers need.
JavaScript Sure Academy
Perl was created as a programming tool for Unix, but it is now
being used as a programming language for creating CGI scripts to
add interactivity to Web sites. JavaScript is often used in
combination with Perl. This text covers all three technologies.
JavaScript A Beginner's Guide Fifth Edition Pearson Education
With the proliferation of new, standards-compliant browsers, virtually all
users and Web sites can successfully use the latest JavaScript techniques. This
task-based, visual-reference guide has been fully revised and uses step-by-step
instructions and plenty of screenshots to give beginning and intermediate
scripters what they need to know to keep their skills up-to-date. Readers can
start from the beginning to get a tour of the programming language, or look
up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know. In this updated ninth
edition, readers will find new information on scripting for mobile devices and
updated code to work with the latest versions of all major browsers. Readers
will also find an expanded focus on getting their JavaScript done quickly by
using the near-ubiquitous jQuery library.
The HTML Pocket Guide DigitalOcean
"JavaScript Complete" fills the need of teaching developers how to
develop scripts that work seamlessly across the browsers of
Netscape and Microsoft. The CD-ROM contains complete
examples written in both JScript and JavaScript for immediate use
in the reader's Web page.
JavaScript by Example Pearson Education
Go from beginner to builder quickly with this hands-on JavaScript guide
Coding with JavaScript For Dummies provides easy, hands-on instruction for
anyone looking to learn this popular client-side language. No experience? No
problem! This friendly guide starts from the very beginning and walks you
through the basics, then shows you how to apply what you've learned to real
projects. You'll start building right away, including web page elements and
simple applications, so you can immediately see how JavaScript is used in the
real world. Online exercises allow you to test your code and expand your
skills, and the easy-to-follow instruction provides step-by-step guidance
toward understanding the JavaScript syntax, applications, and language.
JavaScript enhances static web pages by providing dynamic elements that
can adapt and react to user action. It's a need-to-know tool for aspiring web
designers, but anyone can benefit from understanding this core development
language. Coding with JavaScript For Dummies takes you from beginner to
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builder quickly as you: Learn what JavaScript does, how it works, and where
to use it Master the core elements of JavaScript and immediately put it to
work Build interactive web elements and try out your code online Create
basic applications as you apply JavaScript to the app development workflow
Anytime a website responds to your movement around the screen, that's
JavaScript. It makes websites more functional, more beautiful, and more
engaging, and your site visitors will demand nothing less. If you want to build
a better website, you need JavaScript. If you need JavaScript, Coding with
JavaScript For Dummies gets you started off quickly and painlessly, with
plenty of hands-on practice.
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